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Solar-like Stellar Activity 
Cycles and the Mystery 
of the Maunder Minimum



• The 11-year solar cycle is an obvious feature of solar activity


• But it was not discovered until the 19th century, over 200 years 
after Galileo and others began telescopically documenting 
sunspots. 
 
 

• Why?

Discovery of the solar cycle
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• Begun in 1966 by Olin Wilson on the 100-inch telescope at 
Mount Wilson 


• 91 stars observed monthly


• Later moved to the 60-inch, cadence increased.


• Produced measurements of stellar rotation 


• Provided global activity distribution


• Helped establish age-activity relation

The Mount Wilson H & K Project



• The Ca II H & K lines form from magnetic heating in the 
chromosphere.


• S  is essentially an equivalent width of the emission reversals


• R'HK, a function of S  and (B-V), is the fraction of a star’s 
luminosity emitted in the H & K lines. 

Ca II H&K lines



• Baliunas & Jastrow (1990) identified low-activity, sun-like dwarfs 
as “Maunder minimum” (“Grand Minimum”) candidates. Almost 
all are “flat activity stars”.


• Implication is ~tens of % of Sun-like stars are in persistent and 
extraordinarily low activity states

Maunder Minimum analogs?
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• Mount Wilson ceased its observations in the 2000’s.


• RV planet searches take dozens of high resolution spectra of 
thousands of stars over decades


• Some spectra, like those from Keck/HIRES, include the Ca II 
H&K lines


• Planet hunters are extending the Mount Wilson time series into 
the 2020’s and beyond!

Enter exoplanets!



A star exiting a Grand Minimum?
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A star entering a Grand Minimum?
HD 4915

Shah (2018)



• ~55 years of data for ~60 stars


• Extends Mount Wilson data set by x1.5–2

Combining Mount Wilson and 
the California Planet Survey

Figure 2. Activity Time Series from Five Decades of Chromospheric Activity in 59 Sun-like Stars and New Maunder Minimum Candidate HD
166620
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A star entering a Maunder Minimum?

Or a different star?

HD 166620



HD 166620
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Additional data from Mount WilsonData from Greg Henry



• Minimum activity level (S=0.171) is very similar to last cycle 
minimum (S=0.172) but lower than previous minimum (S=0.181)


• Photometric and S-index variability during grand minimum is 
lower than previous minima


• Suggests that the grand minimum is not a new state of 
extraordinarily low activity, but more like an extended minimum.


• Lower variability is consistent with the lower sunspot numbers 
during the Maunder Minimum.


• Suggests that variability, but not mean S level, could identify 
other stars in a grand minimum

HD 166620



• We can expand our study of solar/stellar dynamos by looking at 
solar analogs to “extend” the historical record of sunspots.


• Mount Wilson + Planet Search surveys provide >50 years of 
history for dozens of stars


• One in ~dozens of cycling stars has entered a clear Maunder-
minimum-like state in ~a few decades. This implies the duty 
cycle is ~few percent or so.


• Still need a theory that unifies sunspot numbers, Ca II H&K 
levels, and radioisotope data for behavior during a grand 
minimum

Summary


